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[The numbers, unless otherwise indicated, refer to sections]

"A" and "an": use of, before a and an, 104; spacing of, 240.
``a'' (indefinite article). compounds with, 188.
Abbreviations: in literary references, 200; of biblical books, list of, 97; of names of states, 97; of titles of publications, omission of period after initials used for, 110; rules for, 96-102; use of apostrophe in, 110; of period after, 110.
``able'' and ``ible'' in divisions, 207.
Academic degrees, abbreviation and capitalization of, 19, 20.
Accents, retention of, in foreign words incorporated into English, 51.
Acts, juridical, capitalization of names of, 16.
A. D. (anno domini): spacing of, 45, 202, 290; use of small caps for, 45.
Address: capitalization of titles in direct, 19.
Address line: at end of letters, etc., how to set, 43; at opening of letters, etc., how to set, 54; omission of comma after, 145.
Addresses, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to beroman-quoted, 72.
Adjectives: capitalization of, in titles of publications, 37; compound, 167; ending in ``-al'' how to divide, 313; omission of comma between two, 133; proper, capitalization of, 1 (cf. 3, 46); Administrative bodies, capitalization of names of, 11.
Adverbial clauses, 136.
Adverbs: capitalization of, in titles of publications, 37; ending in ``-ly'' not to be hyphenated with adjectives or participles, 167; use of comma in connection with, 132.
``a'' rules for use of, 105.
Age: historical, linguistic, and geological, capitalization of, 12; to be spelled out, 89.
Algebraic formulae: letters used to designate unknown quantities in, 57; spacing of, 214.
Alignment, quotation marks to be ``cleared'' in, 80.
Alliances, political, capitalization of names of, 14.
Alphabetizing of names, rules for, 83.
A. M. (ante meridiem): spacing of, 45, 202, 290; use of small caps for, 45.
American system of divisions, 204.
``Ampers and'': definition of, 97; when used, 97.
And; ``short,'' 97; when to use comma before, 130.
Anglicized derivatives from Latin and Greek, form of diphthongs ë and æ in, 105.
``Ave,'' compounds with, 191.
``Anti,'' compounds with, 191.
Antithetical clauses, 135.
Apocrypha: list of abbreviations for, 90; titles of, to be set in roman, 52.
Apostles, omission of ``St. '' in connection with names of, 98.
Apostrophe: rules for use of, 147-95; use of, in abbreviations, 110; to form plural of numerals, 147; to form possessive, 248 (cf. 173); to mark omission of figures or letters, 147 (cf. 110).
Appositive clauses, 136.
Arabic numerals, spacing of, at beginning of paragraphs, 259.
Art. titles of works of, to be roman-quoted, 74.
Article: definite, not to be used in connection with ``Rev. '' and ``Hon. '' 85; not to be treated as part of title of periodicals, 37; indefinite, form of, before ea, wounded a, ``an'' etc., and long a, 104.
Articles, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 72.
Artificial noun-formations, plural of, 149.
Artistic schools, capitalization of names of, 7.
"As follows," use of colon in connection with, 119.
Asterisk, use of, for footnote index, 214.
Astronomical terms: capitalization of, 42; use of italics for, 61.
Astrophysical Journal: connecting numbers in, 177 note; metric and chemical symbols in, 110 note; style for footnotes in, 210 note; use of commas with figures in, 143 note.
Authors: hints to, pp. 97-98; names of, if in text, not repeated in footnotes, 216.
Bastard title: see Half-title.
B.C. ("before Christ"); spacing of, 45, 204, 205; use of small caps for, 45.
"Bi-" compounds with, 181.
Bible: books of, abbreviations for, 99; capitalization of names for, 21; titles of books of, to be capitalized, 27; to be set in roman, 19.
Biblical: books, abbreviations for, 99, and capitalization of names of, 27; parasites, capitalization of, 28; terms, miscellaneous, capitalization of, 29.
Bill, legislative, capitalization of, 16.
Biological terms, use of capitals in, 42.
Blanks, use of leaders for, in columns of figures, 222.
Blocks, capitalization of names of, 6.
Bodies: legislative, judiciary, and administrative, capitalization of names of, 16; military, numbers of, to be spelled out, 90.
Bold-face type: defined, 236; how indicated, 236.
"Book," compounds of, 170.
Books: biblical, abbreviation of, 99, and capitalization of, 27; capitalization of titles of, 37; italics for titles of, 32.
Botanical Gazette: exception to rule for capitalization of titles of publications in, 57 note; hyphenization of compounds of "co-" etc., 187 note; rule for italics, 52 note; rule for quotation marks, 74 note; metric symbols in, 110 note; footnotes in, 210 note; thousands in, 143 note.
Botanical terms: use of capitals in, 40; of italics, 40, 61.
Bourgeois, explained, 233.
Box-heads: defined, 45; how to set, 233; illustrated, 233; omission of period after, 112; use of capitals in, 27.
Brackets, rules for use of, 262, 263.
Break, or change, in sentence, to be indicated by dash, 170.
Breakline: defined, 203; spacing of, 248.
Brevier, explained, 233.
"Brother," compounds of, 174.
"Brothers," forming part of name of firm, 97.
Buildings, capitalization of names of, 6.
But-clause, use of comma in connection with, 131.
"By-" compounds with, 186.
C, soft, do not divide on, 206.
Capitalization: of abbreviations of academic degrees, etc., 20; of books of the Bible, 17; of conventions, congresses, expositions, etc., 25; of creeds and confessions of faith, 27; of Egyptian dynasties, 21; of feast-days, 18; of geographical names, 21; of geological epochs, 12; of governmental departments, 10; of historical epochs, 12; of important events, 13; of legislative, judiciary, and administrative bodies, 11; of linguistic and literary periods, 12; of miscellaneous bibliographical terms, 29; of miscellaneous historical terms, 24; of metric units, orders, 8; of names for the Bible, 25; of names of regiments, 11; of "nature," etc., and abstract ideas, personified, 22; of nouns and adjectives used to designate the Supreme Being, or any member of the Trinity, 21; of organizations and institutions, 9, 10; of philosophical, literary, and artistic schools, 7; of political alliances, 24; of political divisions, 4; of political parties, 7; of pronouns referring to the Supreme Being, 21; of proper nouns and adjectives, 1, 3, 46; of regions or parts of the world, 31; of religious denominations, 7; of sessions of Congress, 21; of thoroughfares, parks, squares, blocks, buildings, etc., 6; of titles, academic degrees, orders (decorations), etc., 19; of titles of publications, 37; of treaties, acts, laws, bills, etc., 20; of versions of the Bible, 26; rules for, 1-40.
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Use of capitals, 128; omission of, between two adjectives, 133; in signatures and after author's name at beginning of articles, 143; use of, after digits indicating thousands, 243; before "and," "or," and "nor," 120; before "of" in connection with residence or position, 143; between consecutive pages, etc., 143; between month and year, 146; in connection with adjectival phrases, 133; with adverbial clauses, 133; with appositional clauses, 130; with clauses ending in different prepositions, 139; with conjunctions, 131; with conjunctions, adverbs, connective particles, and phrases, 133; with parenthesisclauses, 130; with participial clauses, 134; to indicate omission, 141; to separate identical, or similar, words, 137; to separate numbers, 140; to separate proper nouns, 139; rules for use of, 148–90.

Commercial: firms, how to treat titles of; organizations and institutions, capitalization of names of, 10.

"Company," to be abbreviated when forming part of name of firm, 97.

Complimentary clauses, use of dashes in connection with, 123.

Component elements, omission of, in compound words, 194.

Compound adjectives, 167.

Compound words, omission of element common to two or more, to be indicated by hyphen, 194.

Confessions of faith, capitalization of names of, 17.
Congreges: capitalization of names of houses of, 10; of sessions of, 11; members of, to be lower-case, 19; numbers of sessions of, to be spelled out, 90.
Congreges, capitalization of names of, 13.
Connective particles, use of comma in connection with, 132.
"Continued": after headlines, to be set in italics, 53; at end of articles, etc., to be placed between brackets, 163.
Contrast of word, use of apostrophe in, 142.
Conventions, capitalization of names of, 13.
Copyholders, hints to, pp. 103-5.
Creeds, capitalization of names of, 17.
Cut-in-heads: defined and illustrated, 264; omission of period after, 113; use of capitals in, 37.
Cycles of poems, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 51.
"Cas.," when capitalized, 19.
Dagger, use of, for footnote index, 214.
Danish titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
Dashes: definition and illustrations of use of, 159; different sizes of, explained, 230-41; illustrated, 244; rules for use of, 150-59; use of, at end of word or phrase implied at beginning of each of succeeding paragraphs, 153; for emphasis, 154; in connection with literary references, 158; with other points, 159; with parenthetical clauses, 155, 159; with complementary clauses, 155; to connect numbers, 157; to denote break, stop, transition, or change in sentence, 155; to precede summarizing clauses, 154.
Dates: of publications, to follow volume numbers, in references to periodicals, 219; st, nd, and th to be omitted from, 92; use of comma between month and year in, 144.
"Daughter," compounds of, 174.
"De" and "von," rule for treatment of, 83.
"Dealer," compounds of, 171.
Decades, references to, to be spelled out, 91.
Decorations, capitalization of names of, 19.
Degrees, academic, abbreviation and capitalization of, 19, 80.
"Demil." compounds with, 181.
Denominations, religious, capitalization of names of, 7.
Departments: governmental, capitalization of names of, 10; of University of Chicago, 42.
Derivation, division according to, 204, 205.
Derivatives: from Greek and Latin, 105; from proper names, 46; from words ending in f, how to divide, 210.
Diagrams, letters referring to, 58.
Digraphs, rules for use of, 103.
Diphthongs, to be treated as one letter in divisions, 209.
Divided word to be avoided: at end of next to last line of paragraph, 200; at bottom of recto page, 200.
Division of words: rules for, 198-213; systems of, 204; use of hyphen to indicate, 206.
Divisional mark in middle of sentences, not to be put at end of line, 203.
Divisions: avoidance of unnecessary, 198; on two letters, to be avoided, 199; rules for, 198-213.
Divisions of publications, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 72.
Documents, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 29 (cf. 16).
Double dagger, use of, for footnote index, 214.
Double rules, use of, in tables, 228.
Double, use of interrogation point to express, 116.
Drop-folios, defined, 272.
Dutch titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
Dynastic, Egyptian: capitalization of names of, 111; to be spelled out, 90.
Editors, hints to, pp. 95-98.
Educational organizations and institutions, capitalization of names of, 9.
E.g., spacing of, 250; to be set in roman, 31.
“Elect,” suffixed to titles, 185.
Ellipses: rules for use of, 164, 165; to be treated as part of quotation, 78, 165; use of, to indicate omissions, 164.
Em, defined, 230.
Em-dash: defined, 230; illustrated, 244; use of, for “to” in time indications, 137.
Emphasis: use of dashes for, 122; of exclamation points, 114; of italics, 50.
Em-quad, defined, 230; illustrated, 244.
En-dash: defined, 241; illustrated, 244; use of instead of hyphen, in compounds, 167; for “to” connecting two words or figures, 157.
English: equivalent of foreign word or phrase, to be quoted, 68; system of division, 204; titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
En-quad: defined, 241; illustrated, 244.
Enumerations, use of parentheses in connection with letters or figures used to indicate subdivisions in, 190.
Epigrammatic turn, use of dash to indicate, 150.
Epochs, historical and geological, capitalization of names of, 12.
Equivalent, English, of word or phrase from foreign language, to be romanized, 68.
Essays, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 37.
Etc.: use of comma before, 130; when to be treated as part of quotation, 78.
Etymology, division according to (English system), 204.
cw, form of indefinite article before, 104.
Even spacing, importance of, 245.
Events, important historical, capitalization of names of, 12.
“Etc.,” prefixed to titles, 185.
Exclamation point, rules for use of, 114, 115.
Explanation: of technical terms, 233-75; use of brackets for, 162.
Expositions, capitalization of names of, 13.
“Extra-” compounds with, 194.
Excerpts, rules for punctuation of, 102.
F., fl. (“following”); spacing of, 250; use of, 100.
Facsimile, defined, 237.
“Farther” and “further,” differentiation of, 156.
“Father”: compounds of, 174; when capitalized, 23.
Feast-days, capitalization of names of, 15.
“Fellow,” compounds of, 173.
Figures: columns of, in tables, 225; rules for use of, 84-88.
Figures (illustrations) in text, letters referring to, 58.
Firms, names of commercial; abbreviation of, 97; capitalization of, 9.
First words: after a colon, when capitalized, 31; following “whereas” and “reserving” in resolutions, capitalization of, 31; in sections of enumeration, when capitalized, 31; in titles of publications, capitalization of, 31; of citations, when capitalized, 32 (cf. 113); of lines of poetry, capitalization of, 30; of quotations, when lower-case is used for, 40 (cf. 115); of sentences, capitalization of, 30.
Five-em space, defined, 243.
“Flush,” defined, 251.
“Fold,” combinations with, 183.
Folio, defined, 372.
Font, defined, 238.
Footnotes: exceptions to general style for, 920 note; general style for, 921; indices for references to, 214; numbering of, 200; rules for, 214-20; samples of, 218.
Foreign institutions and organizations, capitalization of names of, 9.
Foreign languages: English translation accompanying word, phrase, or passage cited from, to be quoted, 68; sentences and passages quoted from, how to treat, 51, 75; words and phrases borrowed from, incorporated into English, how to treat, 31; list of, 51.
Foreign titles of publications, capitalization of, 37.
“Format” of books (4to, 8vo, etc.), not to be treated as abbreviations, 110.
Formulas, spacing of, 254.
“Fort,” to be spelled out, 94.
“Foster,” compounds of, 174.
Foul proof, defined, 269.
Foundry-proof, defined, 268.
Four-em space, defined, 243.
Fractions, use of hyphen in, 193.
French: titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37; use of ligature as in, 103.
"Further" and "further," differentiation of, 106.
§, soft, do not divide on, 206.
Galley, defined, 266.
Galley-proof, defined, 266.
"General," combined with title, 185.
Geographical names, capitalization of, 2, 3.
Geological terms, capitalization of, 12.
Geology, Journal of, metric symbols in, 120 note.
Geometry, letters used to designate lines, etc., in, 37.
German titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
Given names: see Christian names.
"God," compounds of, 170.
Governmental departments, capitalization of names of, 79.
Grain, abbreviation for, 101.
Gram, abbreviation for, 101.
"Great," compounds of, 170.
H, form of indefinite article before sounded, 104.
Hair-space, defined, 244.
Hair-spacing, taboosed, 247.
"Half," combinations of, with nouns, 180.
Half-title, defined, 273.
Hanging indentation: defined and illustrated, 206, 265; indentation in, 255.
Headings, described, 260-64.
Headlines: of tables, how to set, 230; omission of period after, 112; spacing of, 252; word "continued" following, to be set in italics, 63.
Heads: see Headings, Headlines.
Historical: epochs, capitalization of appellations for, 12; events, capitalization of, 12; terms of special significance, capitalization of, 14.
Holidays: see Feast-days.
Honorary titles, capitalization of, 10.
"House," compounds of, 170.
Hyphen leader, defined, 234.
Hyphenated words: division of, to be avoided, 208; list of, 197.
Hyphenization, rules for, 166-97.
Hyphens: number of consecutive, allowable at ends of lines, 200; rules for use of, 166-97.
Ibid., use of, 215.
Ideas, abstract, capitalization of, when personified, 22.
I. e.: spacing of, 250; to be set in roman, 53.
II-clauses, use of commas in connection with, 131.
Illustrations, letters referring to parts of, 28.
Implication of word or phrase, to be indicated by dash, 175.
Importance, use of italics for, 50.
"In," (negative particle), compounds with, 199.
Indentation: see Indention.
Indention: explained, 255; rules for, 255-77.
Indices for footnote references: how to number, 209; placing of, 217; sequence of, 214; what to use for, 217.
Industrial organizations and institutions, capitalization of names of, 9.
"Infra," compounds with, 199.
Initials: of titles of publications, use of, 210; separation of, in different lines, to be avoided, 209.
Institutions: capitalization of names of, 9; use of roman type for foreign, 51.
"Inter," compounds with, 199.
Interpolations, use of brackets for, 162.
Interrogation point, use of, 116, 117.
"Intra," compounds with, 199.
Ironical word or phrase: use of quotation marks for, 69; of exclamation point, 114.
Italian titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
Italics: defined, 235; how indicated, 235; rules for use of, 50-53.
J, do not divide on, 206.
Journals: see Periodicals.
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Judiciary bodies, capitalization of names of, 10.
Judicial acts, laws, bills, capitalization of names of, 10.
"Justification," defined, 245.
"Kaiser," when capitalized, 19.
Kern, defined, 237.
Lauston: see Monotype.
Last words, capitalization of, in titles of publications, 37.
Latin: non-use of ligature æ and æ in, 205; titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
Law, juridical, capitalization of names of, 16.
"Leaded," defined, 238.
Leaders: definition and use of, 224.
Leads: defined, 238; use of, 239.
Lectures, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 73.
Legends, omission of period after, 113.
Legislative bodies, capitalization of names of, 10.
Letters: in text or legends referring to corresponding letters in accompanying illustrations (diagrams), 58; references to particular, to be set in italics, 58.
"Lieutenant," combined with other title, 185.
"Life," compounds of, 276.
Ligature æ and æ, use of, 105.
"Like," adjectives ending in, 184.
Linguistic periods: abbreviation of names for, 110; capitalization of, 32.
Linotype machine (Mergenthaler): described, 274; how to number footnotes in matter set on, 200; use of leaders in tables set on, 234.
List: of hyphenated words, 197; of words of more than one spelling, 181.
Literary references: abbreviations in, 275; list of phrases and abbreviations used in, 53.
Literary schools, capitalization of names of, 7.
Long primer, explained, 233.
Machines, type-setting, different styles of, 274, 275.
Magazines: see Periodicals.
"Maker," compounds of, 171.
Make-up, defined, 271.
"Manuscript," abbreviation for, 38, 110.
Manuscripts, titles of: to be set in roman, 57; use of capitals in, 38.
"Master," compounds of, 278.
Mathematical signs, spacing of, 254.
Measures, metric, how to designate, 101.
Mergenthaler: see Linotype.
Metric: symbols, how to treat, 110; spacing of, 250; system, designation of weights and measures in, 101.
Military titles, capitalization of, 79.
"Mill," compounds of, 170.
Minion, explained, 233.
Monastic orders, capitalization of names of, 8.
Monetary symbols, spacing of, 251.
Money, sums of, how to treat, 87.
Monotype machine (Lauston), described, 272.
Months, names of, when to be spelled out, 92.
"Mother," compounds of, 174.
Mottos: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 73.
"Mount," to be spelled out, 94.
 Movements, historical, capitalization of names of, 14.
"Namely," use of colon in connection with, 119.
Names: alphabetization of, 83; Christian, to be spelled out, 83; familiar, applied to particular persons, to be capitalized, 97; proper, capitalization of, 1.
Nature, personified, capitalization of, 22.
Negative particles "un-," "in-," and "a-," compounds with, 188.
Newspapers, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 52.
New Testament books, list of abbreviations for, 90.
Nobility, capitalization of titles of, 19.
"Now-" compounds with, 188.
Nonpareil, explained, 233.
"Nor," when comma is used before, 130.
"Not," use of comma before, in antithetical clauses, 135.
"Note," introducing note not a footnote, use of full and small caps for, 44.
"Nothing," do not divide, 213.
Nouns: capitalization of, in titles of publications, 37; combination of, standing in objective relation to each other, 166; ending in a silent /, formation of plural of, 249; followed by numeral, capitalization of, 33 (cf. 100); proper, capitalization of, 1 (cf. 3, 46).
Numbered political divisions, capitalization of names of, 5.
Numbers: commencing a sentence, to be spelled out, 80; consecutive, treatment of, 143, 157; in connected groups to be treated alike, 84; in groups of six or more, closely connected, to be set in figures, 84; of less than three digits, to be spelled out in ordinary reading matter, 84; round, treatment of, 83; use of comma after digits indicating thousands, 143; use of comma to separate, 140; use of dash for "to" connecting, 127.
Numerals: Arabic, at beginning of lines, spacing of, 232; Roman, at beginning of lines and in headlines, spacing of, 232; omission of period after, 112.
"Or," and "Oh," capitalization of, 36.
Occupation, compounds denoting, 171.
rules for use of, 105.
Officers: capitalization of names of, 5, 19.
Officers: titles of, to be lower-cased, 19; of University of Chicago, to be capitalized, 44.
Old Testament books, list of abbreviations for, 90.
Omission: of comma after signatures, etc., 147; of figures in numbers or letters in middle of word, use of anaphora for, 147; of period after headlines, etc., 172; after Roman numerals, 111; of /, and / in dates, 90; of word or words, indicated by comma, 147; use of brackets for, 160; of ellipsis, 164.
"One," "one," etc., form of indefinite article before, 104.
Open tables: headlines for, 223; how to set, 221; specimen of, 231.
"Or," when comma is used before, 130.
Orders (decorations), capitalization of names of, 10.
Orders, monastic, capitalization of names of, 8.
Ordinals: when capitalized, 12; when not, 39.
Outcry, use of exclamation point after, 114.
"Over," compounds with, 190.
Pages, etc., use of comma between consecutive, 143; of dash, 157.
Page-proof, defined, 267.
Pamphlets, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 21.
Papers (addresses), titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 72.
Parables, biblical, capitalization of names of, 88.
Paragraph mark: spacing of, 250; use of, for footnote index, 214.
Paragraphs: explained, 164; first lines of, in quoted prose matter to begin with quotation marks, 70; indentation of, 235; styles of, 237 (cf. 263).
Parallel mark, use of, for footnote index, 214.
Parentheses: rules for use of, 160, 161; use of, for parenthetical clauses, 161 (cf. 156, 157); in connection with figures or letters indicating sub-sections, 160.
Parenthesis: placing of period in connection with, 112; within parenthesis, use of brackets for, 162.
Parenthetical clauses: use of commas in connection with, 126; of dashes, 121, 133; of parentheses, 161 (cf. 156, 157).
Parts, capitalization of names of, 6.
Participial clauses, use of comma in connection with, 134.
Participle, present, united with noun, or with preposition, 159.
Parties, political, capitalization of names of, 7.
Parts of books, etc., titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 72.
Pause, use of dash to indicate, 150.
Pearl, explained, 233.
Pen: see Skillings.
Percent: to be followed by figures, 84; to be treated as an abbreviation, 110.
Period: placing of, in connection with quotation marks, 113; rules for use of, 109-11; to be omitted after abbreviations for linguistic epochs, 110; after headlines, 112; after initials of titles of publications, 110; after M's (=manuscript), 110; use of, after abbreviations, 110; at end of sentence, 109 (cf. 112).
Period leader, defined, 224.
Periodicals: titles of, capitalization of principal words in, 357; definite article not to be treated as part of, 357; name of place in which published to be treated as part of, 357; to be italicized, 72.
Periods, geological, historical, linguistic, and literary, capitalization of names of, 29.
Personifications, capitalization of, 29.
Philosophical schools, capitalization of names of, 7.
Phrases: adverbial, use of comma in connection with, 128; conjunctive, etc., 128.
Plot, explained, 233.
Place of publication and publisher's name, use of colon between, 122.
Place-names, foreign, how to treat, 57.
Plain paragraph: defined and illustrated, 265; indentation of, 255.
Plate-proof, defined, 268.
Plays, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 357; to be italicized, 59.
Plurals: formation of, 140; of abbreviations in literary references, how formed, 100; of nouns, not divisible if singulars are not, 211; of numerals, formation of, 140.
P. W. (post meridiem): spacing of, 45, 202, 199; use of small caps for, 45.
Poems: capitalization of first word of each line in English, 92; of first word of each paragraph in Greek and Latin, 251; of principal words in titles of, 357; titles of shorter, to be roman-quoted, 71 (cf. 292); titles of, when set in italics and when in roman, 72.
Poetry: indentation of, 256; quotations from, when to reduce, 75; when to run into the text, 75.
Point system, explanation of, 233, 235.
Political alliances, capitalization of names of, 145; divisions, 57; organizations, 95; parties, 7.
"Pope," when capitalized, 19.
Position, use of comma before "of" in connection with, 144.
Possessive case, how formed, 103, 148.
"Post," compounds with, 191.
"Pre-" compounds with, 187.
Prefix, etc., quotation marks to be omitted with, 72.
Prefix or suffix not complete in itself, to be indicated by hyphen, 195.
Prefixes "co-," "pre-," and "re-," how to treat, 187.
Proper nouns: formation of, in titles of publications, 357; definition of, 37.
Proceedings (of societies), titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 357; to be italicized, 72.
Pronouns: capitalization of, in titles of publications, 357; referring to Deity, 21.
Punctuation, division according to (American system), 204.
Proofreaders: hints to, pp. 99-102; marks of, p. 106.
Proofs, description of, 206-70.
Proper names: capitalization of, 1; how to form possessive of, 103; verb and adjectives derived from, use of lowercase for, 46.
Proper nouns: capitalization of, 1, 3, 46; division of, to be avoided, 201.
Prose: extracts, when to reduce, 75; when to run into text, 75; indentation of paragraphs in, 255.
Publications: period to be omitted after initials used as abbreviations for, 112; titles of, capitalization of principal words in, 357; titles of subdivisions of, when to be roman-quoted, 72; use of italics for, 51; when to be spelled out, 95.
Punctuation: of extracts from modern authors, 109; rules for, 188-97.

Punctuation marks: placing of, with reference to indices in text, 214; to be printed in same type as word or letter preceding them, 208.

"Pyramid," explained and illustrated, 280.

Quad, defined, 239.

Quadrat: see Quad.

"Quarter," compounds of, 180.

400, 500, etc., not to be treated as abbreviations, 210.

"Qual," compounds with, 189.

Query, use of interrogation point for, 176.

Question mark: see Interrogation point.

Questions: direct, to be followed by interrogation point, 156; indirect, not to be followed by interrogation point, 156.

Quotation marks: not to be used in connection with reduced citations, 77; placing of colon in connection with, 131; of commas, 140; of ellipsis, 162; of exclamation point, 155; of interrogation point, 156; of period, 133; rules for use of, 64-91; to be omitted in references to Preface, Index, etc., 74; use of double and single, 81.

Quotations, how to treat, 64-91.

"Railroad," and "Railway," to be spelled out, 94.

"Re," compounds with, 187.

Reading-matter in columns of ruled tables, how to set, 226.

Recto, defined, 264.

Reductions: rules for, 72-77; scale of, 76.

Reference indices, what to use for, 214.

References, literary: list of words to be abbreviated in, 109 (cf. 31, 418); use of dash in connection with, 156.

"Referee," when capitalized, 83.

Regiments, capitalization of names of, 11.

Regions or parts of the world, capitalization of names of, 2.

Regular paragraph: see Plain paragraph.

Religious: denominations, capitalization of names of, 7; organizations, 9.

Residence, use of comma before "of" in connection with, 146.

Resolutions: how to introduce para., graphs in, 32, 44, 64; word "Resolved," in, how to set, 62; word "Whereas," 44.

"Resolved," in resolutions, to be set in italics, 62.

Revise, defined, 270.

Rhymed lines, in poetry, indentation of, 236.

Roman numerals: at beginning of lines, spacing of, 235; in headlines, spacing of, 235; omission of period after, 113.

"Roman-quote," defined, 64, 234.

Roman type, defined, 234.

"Room," compounds of, 170.

Round numbers, definition and treatment of, 83.

Ruled tables: box-heads for, 222; how to set, 221; reading-matter in, 226; specimens of, 231.

Rules: double, use of, in tables, 228; rules for use of, in tables, 223.

"Run in," defined, 261.

Running-heads: defined, 264; omission of period after, 113; hint for setting of, 264.

Run-overs, avoidance of, 247.

Sacred books, capitalization of names of, 25.

"Saint": to be omitted in connection with names of apostles, church fathers, etc., 97; when abbreviated, 98.

Salutatory phrase at beginning of letters, rules for setting of, 43.

Schools, philosophical, literary, and artistic, capitalization of names of, 5.

Scripture passages: names of books of Bible to be abbreviated in, 99; punctuation of, 123, 126; spacing of, 223.

"Section," introducing paragraphs and followed by a number, use of cap and small caps for, 44.

Section mark, spacing of, 230; use of, for footnote index, 214.

Sects, religious, capitalization of names of, 9.

"Self," compounds of, 182.

"Semi," compounds with, 187.

Semicolon: illustration of use of, compared with that of commas, 134; placing of, in connection with quotation marks, 127; rules for use of, 124-27; use of,
in enumerations, 252; to mark division of sentence, 194; to separate passages in Scripture references containing chapters, 196.

Sequences: of footnote indices, 214; of subdivisions by numbers, 190; of three or more links, use of comma before "and," "or," and "nor" in 130.

Serial titles: to be roman-quoted, 70.

Series, use of comma before final "and," "or," and "nor" in 130.

Sermons: titles of, to be roman-quoted, 72.

Shark, defined, 237.

Shilling and pence, how to treat abbreviations for, 60.

Ships, names of, to be roman-quoted, 75.

"Shop," compounds of, 170.

"Short and," definition of, 97; when used, 94, 97.

Short words: avoidance of divisions of, 190; spacing of, 249.

Shoulder, defined, 237.

Side-heads: defined, 261; omission of period after, 112; use of dash in connection with, 139; use of lower-case in, 48 (cf. 190).

Signatures at end of letters or articles: omission of comma after, 145; of period, 112; rules for setting of, 42, 52.


Size of type, in ordinary use, samples of, 833.

"Skin," compounds of, 177.

Slag, defined, 239.

Small cape: defined, 838; how indicated, 838; use of, 85.

Small caps, explained, 233.

Social organizations, capitalization of names of, 9.

Soft e or é, do not divide on, 206.

Solar system, capitalization of names of bodies in, in works on astronomy, 41.

"Solid," defined, 258.

Spaces: different sizes of, explained, 239-44; specimen of lines spaced with different sizes of, 244.

Spacing: of a.m., a.m., etc., 250; of divisional signs, 320; of figure columns in tables, 237; of formulas, 325; of headlines, 230; of metric symbols, 230; of monetary symbols, 231; of numerals at beginning of paragraphs, 252; of reading-matter in ruled tables, 246; of rules in tables, 243; of Scripture passages, 223; of short words, 240; rules for, 239-44; standard, 243; what is considered good, 245; with different sizes of spaces, sample of, 244.

Spanish titles of publications, use of capitals in, 32.

Species, scientific names of: use of capitals in, 40; of italics, 40.

Specimen tables, 237.

Spelled out: words, phrases, and titles which are to be, 82-95.

Spelling: list of words of more than one, 107; of ages, 80; of books of Bible, 90; of centuries, 90; of Christian names, 83; of "Company" and "Brothers" in names of firms, 97; of decades, 91; of Egyptian dynasties, 90; of extracts from modern authors, 104; from Old English, 105; of indefinite article before a, an, etc., 264; of metric symbols, 111; of names of months, 91; of names of publicaions, 91; of names of regiments, 91; of numbers commencing a sentence, 85; of numbers of less than three digits, 85; of possessives of proper names ending in a silent, 103; of "Railroad" and "Railway," 143; of round numbers, 85; of "Said," 152; of sessions of Congress, 90; of states and territories, 90; of sums of money, 85; of time of day, 88; of titles, 81; of "United States," 91; of words denoting subsections in literary references, 100; rules for, 82-107.

Squares, capitalization of names of, 6.

Standard: of measurement in typography, 233; space used to separate words, 246.

"State," when capitalized, 24 note.

States and territories, names of; list of abbreviations for, 56; to be abbreviated when following those of towns, 96.

Statistics, treatment of numbers in, 84.

"Store," compounds of, 172.

Subject: definition of, 202; head for, 222.

Styles of type, 224-38.

"Such," compounds with, 196.

Subdivisions: in literary references, use of lower-case for, 47 (cf. 200, 218); letters used to indicate, to be set in italics, 56; use of parentheses in connection with, 56; of publications, capitalization of principal words in titles of.
37: Titles of, to be roman-quoted, or capitalized without quotation marks, 72.
Suffix or prefix, indicated by hyphen, 195.
"Sultan," when capitalized, 190.
Summarizing clauses, use of dashes in connection with, 154.
"Super," compounds with, 192.
Superior figures, use of, for reference indices, 214, 220.
Superscriptions, omission of period after, 112.
"Supra," compounds with, 192.
Supreme Being, capitalization of names for, and pronouns referring to, 21.
Swedish titles of publications, use of capitals in, 37.
Syllabify, scheme of notation and indention of subdivisions in, 160.
Syllables, hyphen used to indicate, 196.
Symbols: chemical, treatment of, 110; metric, spacing of, 230; treatment of, 101, 103; monetary, spacing of, 230.
Tables: headlines of, how to set, 230; of two columns, to be set as open, 230; of more than two, as ruled, 230; open, headlines for columns in, 232; open, how to set, 231; ruled, box-heads for, 232; ruled, how to set, 232; rules for setting of, 232-33; rules for use of rules in, 233; specimen, 231; to be set to even picas or nonpareils, 227.
Tabular work, rules for, 227-31 (see Tables).
Technical: terms, explanation of typographical, 230-33; words or phrases, use of quotation marks for, 67.
Thick space, defined, 242.
This space, defined, 243. 
This-spacing, where to avoid, 246.
Thoroughfares: capitalization of names of, 61; numbers forming part of names of, to be spelled out, 90.
Thousands, use of comma after digits indicating, 143.
Three-em dash: defined, 240; illustrated, 244.
Three-em quad, defined, 240.
Three-em space, defined, 240.
Time: indications, how to punctuate, 121; of day, how to treat, 88.
Titles: civil and military, capitalization of, 19; honorary, 19; in direct address, 19; of nobility, 19; preceding names, to be spelled out, 82; list of exceptions, 82; "Win." "en," "elec," "general," and "lieutenant," constituting parts of, how to treat, 189.
Titles of publications: capitalization of principal words in, 37; use of capitals in: English, Latin, French, Italian, Spanish, Swedish, German, Danish, Dutch, 37; use of italics for, 92; of roman, 70, 71, 72; to be correctly quoted, 101; when to be spelled out, 92; of addresses, 72; of articles, 92; of books, 51; of chapters, 72; of cycles of poems, 72; of divisions of books, etc., 71; of documents, 51; of essays, 52; of lectures, 72; of newspapers, 92; of pamphlets, 51; of papers, 72; of periodicals, 51; of plays, 51; of poems, printed in separate volumes, 51; of poems, short, 51 (cf. 53); of proceedings of societies, 52; of series, 50; of tracts, 52; of transactions of societies, 52; of treatises, 52.
Toasts, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be roman-quoted, 72.
"To be continued," at end of articles, how to set, 63.
Town and state, names of, in date line, how to set, 43.
Tracts, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 32.
Translations of (societies), titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 32.
Transition, use of dash to indicate, 120.
Translation: of names of foreign institutions, 91; of foreign words or phrases, 68.
Treaties, capitalization of names of, 46.
Treaties, titles of: capitalization of principal words in, 37; to be italicized, 32.
"Tri." compounds with, 181.
Trinity, Christian, capitalization of names of members of, 82.
Two-column tables, to be set as open, 239.
Two-em dash: defined, 240; illustrated, 244.
Two-em quad, defined, 240.
Two-letter syllables, avoidance of, in divisions, 199.
Manual of Style: Index

Type: different parts of body of, explained, 337; names for different sizes of, 337; styles of, 254–58.

Typesetting machines, 274, 275.

Typographical terms, explanation of, 328–75.

UI, long form of indefinite article before, 104.

"Ultra," compounds with, 192.

"Un-" compounds with, 188.

"Under," compounds with, 190.

Unit, typographical, explained, 232.

"United States": when to be spelled out, 93; when to be abbreviated, 93.

University of Chicago: capitalization of special terms dealing with organization, administration, and curricula of, 47; of titles of divisions, departments, offices, and courses and units of study, in official work dealing with, 42.

Unusual word or phrase, use of quotation marks for, 67.

Verbs: capitalization of, in titles of publications, 37; derived from proper names, how to treat, 46.

Verse or page, letter affixed to number of, to denote fractional part: to be set in italic, 36; spacing of, 35.

Verso, defined, 346.

"Vice," prefixed to titles, how to treat, 185.

"Vol." "chap.," "p.," etc., in literary references: use of numerals with, 218; when omitted, 218.

"Von" and "de," rule for treatment of, 83.

Vowel: divide on, whenever possible, 207; single, forming separate syllable in middle of word, to be put in first line in dividing, 207.

Weights and measures metric: how to designate, 101; spacing of, 350.

"Whereas," in resolutions, use of cap and small caps for, 44.

Wide spacing, where to avoid, 246.

Word or phrase: accompanied by its definition, to be quoted, 66; to which attention is directed, use of quotation marks for, 69.

Words: hyphenated, list of, 105; of more than one spelling, how to spell, 107.

"World," compounds of, 176.

Zoological terms: use of capitals in, 40; of italics, 61.

Versions of Bible: abbreviations for, 26; capitalization of, 36.
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